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We develop the fundamentals of graph-theoretic duality for graphs having an arbitrary number 
of distinguished vertices (terminals), rather than just two as is usual in network theory. The result- 
ing multiterminal duality principle suggests a generalization f series-parallel to three-terminal 
graphs. 
O. Introduction 
Because a major part of graph theory and its applications can be interpreted in 
terms of two distinguished vertices (perhaps a source and sink), it is natural to look 
for a generalization to an arbitrary set of such distinguished 'terminals'. And 
because paths between two terminals are so basic, it is natural to pattern this genera- 
lization around the traditional path/cut  duality as in max-cut min-flow analysis or 
matroid theory. So that our generalization can preserve the most characteristic 
features of this traditional duality, we shall formulate it as a syntactical duality 
principle, as in [7] (based upon [3]). This logical formulation corresponds to Minty's 
'colored arc lemma' [9] and so to a variety of applications in circuit theory beginn- 
ing with [8] and surveyed in [13]. As an example of this approach, Section 2 below 
will generalize a self-dual characterization f series-parallel to the three-terminal 
context, much as studied in [10] and [11]. 
1. Multiterminal duality 
We begin with the two-terminal duality principle from [7]. Suppose e and 0 are 
any two vertices of a connected, finite graph G (allowing loops and multiple edges). 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(~/e, O-cut X)( V x e X) M(x) (1) 
( Ve, O-path X)(i~tx eX) M(x). (2) 
By an e, ~-cut we mean a minimal set of edges whose removal would leave e and 0 
in different components, while an e, O-path is a set of edges forming a path with end- 
vertices e and 0. Lower-case nongreek variables are interpreted as edges and M(x) 
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can be thought of as saying that edge x is somehow 'marked'. Unless otherwise 
stated, we follow the notation and terminology of [1], but for any subset S of the 
set E of edges of G, we use G x S to denote the graph obtained from G by contract- 
ing the edges of G which are in E -S ,  and G- S for the graph obtained from G by 
deleting the edges in E -S  (along with any resulting isolated vertices). 
In [7] this principle is transformed into a weaker, less-localized principle underly- 
ing a duality between spanning trees and cutsets. In the present paper we again make 
the principle less localized, but this time without weakening it. We simply replace 
the pair {e, 5} with an arbitrary set W of d+ 1 (d positive) vertices called terminals. 
This emphasis on vertices seems beyond the scope of matroid theory and so may 
conform more closely to true graph-theoretic duality. 
Motivated by the fundamental relationship between connection and separation, 
the natural analogue of an e, 5-path is a minimal tree which spans W: what we call 
a W-tie. Similarly, the analogue of an e, 5-cut is a minimal set of edges whose 
removal eaves the terminals in d+ 1 different components: what we call a W-cut. 
A graph is W-outerplanar [12] if it can be embedded in the plane with all the ter- 
minals on the same (say, the outer) face. For such an embedding of a W-outerplanar 
graph, there is a simple geometric interpretation of W-tie/W-cut duality generaliz- 
ing the familiar way of dualizing a source/sink network. Fig. 1 illustrates this for 
a simple graph, drawn with eight solid edges and three terminals drawn as circles; 
the dual is superimposed with dashed edges and square terminals, showing the 
original graph to be selfdual. In general, a new set of d+ 1 terminals results, with 
W-ties interchanged with W-cuts. 
Lemma.  Suppose T is any W-tie and D is any W-cut o f  a graph G. Then T f )D  con- 
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Proof.  Suppose T and D are given and G1, G2, ... are the components of G -D  with 
each Gin  Wa singleton. For each i:#j, let Sij= {e: e has end-vertices in both G i and 
Gj}. Let S= TA( u Sij), so SC TAD. It is easy to check that S is a W-cut of G. T 
and a W-tie of G×D. [] 
Since it is easy to see that all W-cuts of G- T and W-ties of G × D as above will 
have cardinality d, we conclude that every W-tie intersects every W-cut in at least 
d edges. It is convenient to think of the edges of a W-cut of G- Tas being d represen- 
tative (or ' independent') edges of T in that their removal would completely discon- 
nect W within T. Similarly, the edges of a W-tie of G × D can be thought of as being 
d representative edges of D in that reinserting them into G-  D would reconnect all 
the terminals. These more intuitive notions can make the following duality principle 
more understandable by thinking of the inner quantifiers as being over sets of d 
representative edges of X. We also use M[Y; R/R'] to abbreviate the statement 
"YAR~0 and YAR'=O", i.e., set Y of edges meets set R but misses set R'. 
Theorem 1. Given any disjoint sets R and R' of edges of G, the following are equi- 
valent: 
(~t W-cut X of G)(V W-tie Y of G ×X)  M[Y; R/R'], (3) 
(V W-tie X of G)(J W-cut Y of G. X)M[Y; R/R']. (4) 
Notice that when d = 1, the W-ties of G × X and W-cuts of G. X are singletons. 
Thus by taking R to be any set of 'marked' edges and R' = E -  R, Theorem 1 reduces 
to the equivalence of statements (1) and (2). 
Proof.  To show (3) implies (4), suppose D is a W-cut of G such that 
(I7" W-tie Y of GxD)M[Y; R/R']. (5) 
Suppose T is any W-tie of G. Let S be the set of edges produced in the Lemma. Then 
S is a W-tie of G × D, so by (5) we have that M[S; R/R']. Since S is also a W-cut 
of G. T, we have proved (4). 
We show (4) implies (3) by induction on d. When d= 1, each Y is a singleton and 
Theorem 1 reduces to the equivalence of (1) with (2). In the inductive step, suppose 
(4). Thus each W-tie of G meets R and so G- (E -R)  consists of at least two com- 
ponents G 1, G2, . . .  with each W~= Gin  W of positive cardinality _< d. If IVi is a 
singleton, let D i be the empty set of edges. Whenever Wi has at least two vertices, 
we can deduce from (4) that 
(V W/-tie X of Gi)(ff W~-cut Y of Gi" X)M[Y; E/R']. 
So by inductive hypothesis, there is a Wi-cut D i of G i such that 
(V W/-tie Y of G i x Di) M[ Y; E/R'] (6) 
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Pick any W-cut D such that (.J DiCDCRU( U Di). Let T-  be any W-tie of G×D. 
Since T- must meet R and by (6) misses R', this proves (3) and so completes the 
proof of the theorem. [] 
Theorem 2. Given any disjoint sets R and R' of edges of G, the following are equi- 
valent: 
(ff W-tie X of G)(V W-cut Y of G. X) M[Y; R/R'], (7) 
(V W-cut X of G)(ff W-tie Y of GxX)M[Y;  R/R']. (8) 
Proof. In spite of Theorem 2 being the dual of Theorem l, it requires a separate 
proof which is similar to that of Theorem 1 until the inductive step in proving (8) 
implies (7). There, each W-cut of G will meet R and so G × (E -R)  will have a set 
W- of terminals corresponding to W but with at least two of the terminals of W 
identified. Thus W- will be of smaller cardinality than W, and the inductive 
hypothesis can be applied to G×(E-R) ,  with the argument proceeding much as 
before. [] 
By using the contrapositives of these theorems, we can conclude that both also 
hold with M[ Y; R/R'] interpreted as "YN R ~ 0 or YN R '= 0". While this suggests 
that our formulation is not optimal, it is hard to see how to combine the theorems 
(in both 'and' and 'or' forms) into one. 
The easy directions of the theorems [i.e., (3) ~ (4) and (7)-~ (8)] can be proved for 
any set predicate M(Y) exactly as above. It is for the converses that the restriction 
is needed to the form M[ Y; R/R'], as is shown by the three-terminal graph in Fig. 
2: If M(Y) is taken to mean that Y is {a,e} or {c,d}, then (4) holds but not (3). 
Although the most natural applications of our theorems may be quite different 
than those of traditional duality, we end this section by interpreting Theorem 1 for 
the usual transportation (or communication) model. Interpret he edges as road 
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of traffic (or messages), while the nonterminal vertices are merely crossroads (or 
relays). Let R'  be the set of edges which are underused and let R be the set of edges 
which are dangerously overused. Then (4)corresponds to the warning that every 
complete terminal connection (i.e., every W-tie) contains d representative edges 
which are used to capacity, with at least one dangerously overused. Thus (3) cor- 
responds to an equivalent (but likely easier to verify) condition saying that for some 
W-cut, every d representative edges are used to capacity, with at least one danger- 
ously overused. 
2. Three-terminal series-parallel 
The possibility of extending the familiar notion of series-parallel to three-terminal 
graphs has been extensively studied by Nishizeki and Saito; see for instance [10] and 
[11]. They propose several possible generalizations, each characterized by both for- 
bidden minors (subcontractions) and a recursive definition similar to that of series- 
parallel blocks in [2]. 
We begin instead with the self-dual characterization f series-parallel from [4]: 
that circuits and (minimal) cutsets always have intersections consisting of exactly zero 
or two edges. In the two-terminal context, this becomes [6] that every e, fi-path and 
e, fi-cut have a unique edge in common. This suggests the following self-dual defini- 
tion, based on the Lemma above: A three-terminal graph G is series-parallel if and 
only if the intersection of every W-tie T and W-cut D contains a unique pair {e,f} 
of edges which is simultaneously a W-cut of G- T and a W-tie of G × D. Fig. 3(a) 
is an example of a non-series-parallel three-terminal graph, since the set {e, f, g, h} 
of edges forms both a W-tie and W-cut and {e, f}  and {f, g} are pairs of represen- 
tative edges for both. Similarly, no three-terminal graph containing (as a minor) the 
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e and g to be edges in paths corresponding to e and g in Fig. 3(b), and f to be any 
edge adjacent to the third terminal. 
Using [10] or [11], this shows that our notion of series-parallel for three-terminal 
graphs is stronger than those proposed by Nishizeki and Saito. Forbidding two- 
terminal series-parallel graphs in the form of Fig. 3(b) is absent in their approach, 
as is being clearly self-dual. It is reasonable to expect hat much of the theory of 
series-parallel graphs will carry over to this three-terminal formulation. 
As an example of this, and as additional justification for our approach, note that 
a two-terminal graph is series-parallel if and only if no two edges are in both a com- 
mon e, 5-path and a common e, 5-cut. This characterizing property has the following 
logical converse: every two edges are in either a common e, 5-path or a common e, 5- 
cut. This latter notion is easily seen to be equivalent to being nonseparable (i.e., 
having no cut-vertex). Moreover, these formulations of series-parallel and non- 
separable are intimately related to the basic duality principle itself. From the 
abstract viewpoint of [14], the equivalence forming the duality principle corresponds 
to Menger duality, while the observation that being series-parallel and being non- 
separable are converses of each other corresponds toKonig duality. This is discussed 
in detail in [4] and [5], where the two-terminal duality principle is analyzed in terms 
of modified quantifiers. 
Trying the same approach on the three-terminal case requires the following 
characterization f series-parallel. (It comes from making the proper choice for 
M[Y; R/R'] in the modified quantifier approach so as to have negation act proper- 
ly; namely, using R= {f} and R'=E-{e , f ,g} . )  
Proposition 1. A three-terminal graph is series-parallel i f and only if there is no 
triple {e, f g} of edges uch that both {e, f}  and { f  g} are pairs representative of
both a common W-tie and a common W-cut. 
Proof. The 'only if' direction is immediate. For the converse, assume that there are 
two disjoint pairs of edges representative of both a common W-tie T and a common 
W-cut D. Two edges will be nonparallel in the three-vertex multigraph G x D if and 
only if they form a W-tie of G x D. Those edges of G x D coming from T can be 
colored in two or three colors so that two edges will be differently colored if and 
only if they were representative of T in G. A simple analysis of cases then shows 
there must be distinct pairs {e, f}  and {f,g} of nonparallel, differently-colored 
edges in G×D.  [] 
In analogy with the two-terminal case, we use the converse of the characterization 
in Proposition 1to define a three-terminal graph to be nonseparable if and only if 
every triple of edges contains two pairs such that either both are representative of 
a common W-tie or both are representative of a common W-cut. The following pro- 
position shows that this notion is a natural one. (Note that the 'or' in its statement 
can be equivalently replaced by an 'and'.) 
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Proposition 2. A three-terminal graph & nonseparable if and only if every two edges 
are representative of a W-tie or a W-cut. 
Proof. The 'only if' direction is immediate. For the converse, suppose every two 
edges are representative of a W-tie or W-cut, and suppose , f ,  and g are given. Then 
either two of {e,f},  {e,g}, and {f,g} are both representative of W-ties or both 
representative of W-cuts; without loss of generality, say {e,f} is representative of 
W-tie T 1 and {e,g} of W-tie T 2. Then {e,f,g} can be extended to a W-cut of which 
both {e,f} and {e,g} are representative. [] 
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